EPISODE 309:”Monkey Wrench”

Panoba, Night 15
With Amanda’s unlikely survival of a surprise double boot, Lill reaches out to her.
Unfortunately for Lill, Amanda is having none of it. The Tribal Council also revealed a
mystery vote that everyone is panicking over.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - UGH! What a fucking crazy ass night. Todd gives me Immunity
and I'm still here, then James goes home. I sort of wish James took Immunity from me. I really
can't deal with these terrible, disgusting people anymore. I really honestly hate them all. I have
an Immunity Idol now, which can change things up quite a bit. I really don't want to talk to
anyone at all. Seriously. I hate them all so fucking much, other than Ryan maybe who did vote
Andrew, as he said he would.

Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Amanda tried to give this immunity away to James, but it was too
late and or he wouldn't take it. So Amanda not only stays when she should have been voted out.
worse still, she also gets the pairs immunity for being in the last pair alive, so we can't get rid of
her next round either… great.
Lill - Did you know that Todd was going to quit? That was great. Now you have the pairs immunity,
so you're guaranteed at least one more round. Sweet.
I hate these surprises, but it was very
funny, so I can't complain. Congrats!
Amanda - Thanks for sucking up.
Lill - Not sucking up. Just laughing at the twist and congratulating you on getting it. I think it's
funny as hell. We're still going to keep voting for you, though.
Amanda - I don't care, I have the idol. Doesn't matter.
Lill - Did you vote for me? I voted for you, scratched it out and voted for James(you got fucked!),
scratched it out and revoted for you when you tried to give the immunity away, then scratched it
out again! Did Jeff count Todd's vote even though he quit? Ryan told me he prevoted for you
alternate Todd so that would be gone. I figured you voted for me, James and Todd voted for
Andrew, and the rest voted for you.
Amanda - Yeah I voted for you. Well Ryan lied to you. He voted for Andrew. If James, Todd or I
won immunity we would have tied it up and broken the tie, sending Andrew home. You guys got
lucky.
Lill - ok, thanx!
Amanda - You're not welcome.
Lill - why vote for Andrew? He's not that much of an immunity threat, as we saw tonite.... I mean,
sure better him than me, but why?
Amanda - *shrugs* That's what Ryan would agree to. James talked to him, not me.
Lill - Fair enough. Ryan really is a ratfink bastard...
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Ryan is a ratfink Bastard AGAIN for voting for Andrew with James.
We'll have to deal with him. With Amanda having the Immunity next time, we need to control the
bounce of the idol so it doesn't hit me. Sos we need to split the votes 2-2 between Ryan and
Amanda. And Me, Andrew, TJ, or Osten need to get immunity. Amanda plays her idol, she and
ryan presumably vote for me (boo!
breaker sends ryan home.

) and it's a 2-2 tie me vs Ryan (again BOO

) and the tie

Amanda – CONFESSIOANL - I'm not going to PM these people. If they have something to
say, they can PM me. Of course, fucking Lil is up my ass already. What a twat. I seriously HATE
all of these people. Like it's not even funny. I hate them as much as you can hate people in a
game. It's almost not fun anymore. Seriously, Lil is the most vile piece of shit ever. I can't fucking
stand her. She is incredibly annoying, has the stupidest comments and has nothing important to
say. I really wish she would get hit by a meteorite. I will do anything in my power to make sure
she doesn't win this motherfucking game.

The recently reunited ex-Omurano members scramble to figure out who cast the
mystery vote.

Andrew - Who voted for Lill? I mean, didn't James and Amamnda vote for me? Or, if one voted for
me and one for Lill, who was the other vote for me. Am I missing something here, or am I just too
tired?
Tijuana - Maybe Osten? That's all I can think. Unless Ryan had Lill as his back up. Apparently it was
Ryan, did Lill share with you?
Andrew - Yeah, can you believe that shit. I knew either Osten or Ryan would turn gutless, I'm glad
it wasn't Osten. So, the play is two votes for Amanda, two for Ryan, force Amanda to use the HII
and then Ryan goes bye bye, right?
Tijuana - yeah. I really don't get Ryan's move. What did he hope to gain by voting for you? Did he
really believe that those three Andoans would take him further than any of us? Hmm, I wonder if
it's worth confronting him.
Andrew - I don't think so, whe have enough drama with Amanda running her piehole. Let's just get
the job done, get Amanda the next boot, then enjoy a Tijuana, Lill, Osten and I final four.
Tijuana - I still can't believe how stupid Ryan is. The only people I heard anyone discussing booting
at Final 5 were Lill and Osten which means he would have had final 4 with us most likely which is
as far as he would have gotten with those people.
Andrew - I don't get it either, but apparently I am playing a 'sgort sighted' game, at least according
to Amanda. It was like Osten and his little idea. What's going to be a shame is we'll have about
ten minutes to enjoy final four, then we'll have to jockey for position against each other. But we
have two nights before we have to worry about that.
Andrew - Okay, I figured that James and Amanda would vote the same way, so they were probably
the two votes for me. So who voted for you? Or...if they split, who was the extra vote for me?
Who is the dog?
Lill - Dunno. Ryan or Osten or he counted Todd's vote.
Andrew - If he counted Todd's vote there would have been eight votes then, right? Heck, it don't
matter, I just can't believe that damn Amanda has nine frigging lives.
Lill - Ryan said he prevoted for Amanda with Todd alternate - she was immune. He was out, so the
vote wouldn't count.
Andrew - Leave it to you Lill, thanks for the help. Well I'm bushed and heading for bed. I'll talk to
you more tomorrow.
Despite their strained relationship, Amanda and Tijuana celebrate their newly
obtained Hidden Immunity Idols.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Tijuana has separated the game from our friendship, as have I,
she's just another person who has to go. That's all.
Amanda - So you're welcome for the idol.
Tijuana - Thanks for the idol baby.
Massage?
Amanda - Sure. So I'm sure you guys think I'll be using the idol at the next council unless I have
regular immunity.
Tijuana - We don't know what you'll do but we'll plan for either scenario
Amanda - K, good luck with that.
Tijuana - So who do you want to see out?
Amanda - Take a guess.
Tijuana - Lill?
Amanda - *nods enthusiastically*

Tijuana - Oh shocking. *rubs idol*
Amanda - It doesn't matter anyways. Whatever. I'll just laugh when Lil turns on you.
Tijuana - Why would Lill turn on me? I think it's unfortunate but you have no idea what the
dynamics are like at Omurano.
Amanda - She knows your much more likable than she is. Duh. You have to be blind to not see that.
Tijuana - Yeah she's told me. Perhaps Lill feels she'll lose no matter who she's up against and would
rather lose to me than anyone else.
Amanda - Puleeeez. If you believe that then you really don't deserve to win this. She wants to win,
she'll turn on anyone to win. Fuck, she'd probably even work with me if it gave her a better
chance of winning. I'm sure she wants Osten in the F2 with her.
Tijuana - So if Lill and I both make F2 (which would show I wasn't wrong for trusting her) what
would you do?
Amanda - I'd vote for you. I'd rather see anyone win this game than Lil.
Tijuana - Thanks. Look, I honestly am happy for you that you survived and that you have the idol.
It'll be interesting to see how and when you play it. More interesting will be who wins immunity
next round.
Amanda - I know you are, and I understand the position your in. I will do anything in my power to
get Lil out, but I know you guys will vote for Ryan or whatever if you suspect I'm using it so that
he goes instead.
Tijuana - You should know that no one is going to want to see you with that II at the F5 TC since
that'll give you a free pass to the final 4. There are going to be votes cast for you no matter
what.
Amanda - I know, but I'm sure you guys will plan for 3 of you to vote me and 2 of you to vote Ryan.
I'm not stupid.
Tijuana - Yeah and what happens in that scenario if you don't use the idol
Amanda - I go home. The way I figure it I'm F4-bound if I win one of the next two Immunity
Challenges. Otherwise, I'm done at F5.
Tijuana - I'm going to go to bed. All these different scenarios are running through my head . Just
about anything might happen at the next TC. I hope we have more time between IC and TC
tomorrow.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I sold Ryan out, but it doesn't really matter. He was fucked
anyways and if I can get them to target anyone else before me that'd be awesome.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Amanda really wants Lill gone - BADLY. She was trying to say
that Lill will eventually turn on me and it's stupid of me to not get Lill out now. I don't believe
that though. Maybe it'll be my downfall but the way I look at it, more people want Lill out then
they do me so I don't think people would vote with her to get me out.
Tijuana – Well, that was exciting.
Osten - Amanda is sucha Drama Queen. Ugh...
Tijuana - I know. She's also incredibly deluded, and has been for some time. I hate that she has the
idol. The four of us (cause we might as well forget Ryan) are going to need to split our votes
between Amanda and Ryan, although if Amanda and Ryan end up voting together...well, we'll
have a three way tie
Hopefully one of us can win immunity. We know Ryan won't lol. We just
need to make sure Amanda plays the idol next TC otherwise she's going to make it to the final 4.
Lill is still trying to figure out why Ryan would vote for Andrew.

Tijuana – Amanda’s even more upset with me now lol. I still think it's weird of Andrew. What did he
hope to gain? I just can't figure out a logical explanation.
Lill - James digs the women...not so much the guys...
Tijuana - I just love how Todd quitting further threw a wrench in whatever devious plans those
guys had.
Lill - He meant well...
Tijuana - Well shock of unshocks Amanda wants you gone.
Lill - OMG what am I going to do?!
Tijuana - You know, we may end up with a three way tie next TC? lol. Oh I hope one of us wins
immunity.
Lill - Wouldn't that just sum up this game so far?
Tijuana - I just hope that we can trust Osten to vote with us and that he isn't tempted to try
anything funny. Amanda is now trying to work ME hard. I think not only should we split our votes
but we should somehow see if we can get Ryan to still vote for Amanda so that it's 3-2-1 instead
of potentially 2-2-2. Okay, Amanda is really starting to piss me off. She's trying to convince me
that you'll eventually turn on me and I said that I didn't think so. lulz. What's it that you always
say to me? PLEASE DON'T BETRAY ME/TURN ON ME!! I'll never hear the end of it and it'll make
Amanda happy if you were to do it and we can't have Amanda happy.
Lill - Ryan's got everything to lose on this. He's been ratted out, so he can't hide. He knows that
because Amanda has the II, he is going home if he doesn't vote for her. We need to find a goon to
knecap Amanda so she doesn't win immunity. BTW Jeff should have dropped the immunity thing
and just let us vote someone out tonite when he found out Todd was quitting. Giving a free
immunity to a quitter when he had to know in advance is just BS. That's all I'll say on the subject.
Boo.
Tijuana - I agree. Todd was never voted out so technically he shouldn't have had the honor of
giving away immunity. Imagine if one of us had quit? All those people would be screaming bloody
murder. I'm tempted to tell Amanda that she needs to play the idol cause we're going to split our
votes so that if she doesn't use it she goes but if she does use it Ryan goes.
Lill - Nah, let her guess what we're going to do.
Tijuana - All I told her was that no one is going to want to see her with the II at F5 since it'll give
her a pass to the final 4 so no matter what she needs to play it cause there will be votes cast for
her. Personally, I'd love to get her out with her not even playing her idol
there's a way to trick her...now I wish I hadn't sent that PM.

. Hm, wonder if

Lill - you are the best partner and evil person like me could have.
She could GIVE her idol to
Ryan...
Tijuana - I thought about that. It's something I would do if I were in her shoes if I thought the other
people weren't going to throw any votes my way.
Lill - yeah, but you're smarter than her....
Tijuana – hopefully We have time after the IC tomorrow to plan. Also hopefully we know what
Osten and Ryan will do so we can plan accordingly. I'm fairly certain Amanda will play the idol she'd be foolish not to so it's going to be a question of will we have enough votes for Ryan to go
or will Amanda manage to get either Osten or Ryan to vote with her. I wonder how this would
have been if Fairplay had stayed and we had voted Ryan out.
Lill - Dunno. Ryan is an idiot. Ryan gets nothing from this move other than an early exit. He had a
F4 spot almost guaranteed. (? I didn't make any deals with him - he told me of your plan to take
out Courtney - I just signed on to be the standard bearer and figurehead they could target their
wrath at - I figured you had a deal) You don't give up a F4 spot for a LONGSHOT for a F4 spot...

Tijuana - I try not to make deals like that. I think the only one I ever said fine to was when either
you or Andrew suggested that all three of us should be F3 together. Now, I did lie to Ryan and
tell him that everyone wanted us to be in F3 with them lol. So he pretty much gave up that
imaginary F3 (unless he somehow realized I was lying but idk how he'd have figured that out since
it was partially true - Osten did want us in F3 with him).
Lill - He's dumber than a fake immunity idol...but it has a face...
Lill - We could tell ryan that we're all going to vote for him and hope that Amanda uses her idol in
vain. Then if he's a rat he tells Amanda, who doesn't use her idol, and we all vote for her
instead...
Tijuana - stupid idol!!!
well if Amanda is able to sway anyone to her I'm hoping she shares the
info with me.
Lill - BTW did Jeff actually give you the idol?
Tijuana - Yeah he made a post in my personal forum. I'm going to go to bed. I made a request for
at least 30-60 minutes of discussion time after IC. It sucks going straight to TC with no chance to
talk. Part of me likes the fast pace of this game but at the same time it sucks when you have
people who aren't on as much since you can't really hash things out with them.

Panoba, Day 16
Lill and Tijuana are still trying to figure out the best way to handle Amanda and her
hidden immunity idol.
Lill - We missed the right move last night. We should have thrown Ryan under the bus. It would
have made the situation so much better. Especially now that we know he was a ratfink anyway.
We'd still have James and Amanda, but no II free pass to worry about, yet. I asked Ryan to vote
with us against Amanda, but he has no reason to do it. I didn't tell him about the II, but amanda
will fill him in immediately, I'm sure. Are there any loopholes in the instructions for the idol we
can exploit? How is it played - after the voting? Before the voting? After the votes are read? I
hope we have a chance to talk after the challenge. We'll need to figure it out.
Tijuana - Yeah but too bad we didn't know he was a true ratfink bastard. The idol has to be used
after the votes are cast but before the votes are revealed.
Lill - if we know which way she (and ryan?) are voting maybe you can give the idol to that person
and have both idols in play at the same time..
Tijuana - I thought about that but I want to wait and see first what Amanda is able to do. I'd like to
try to hold on to the idol for next round since Amanda will still be in and may still be able to get
people to vote with her.
Lill - Yeah. That "twist" sure threw a monkeywrench into our plans... I'm sure we'll get through it. I
was really hoping Amanda wouldn't make F4, but she may still make it there...
Tijuana is wondering why Osten rarely responds to her messages.
Tijuana - Do I smell bad? No really.
You never write back and I actually like to hear what other
people are thinking or what they'd like to do.
Osten - Sorry T, I havent been online. But yeah, we need to flush out Amandas idol (does it need to
be palyed before or after the votes are read?) and let Ryan take the fall. Hopefully she wont win
that bloody immunity challenge...

Tijuana - She has to play it before the votes are read. We need to work on tricking Ryan into voting
Amanda. I figure we tell him that the votes are going to be split between Amanda and Lill
(wonder if he'll buy it lol) and tell him he has to be one of the Amanda votes. Of course, we'll still
be splitting our votes between him and Amanda.
Osten - I cant believe we dragged Ryan all the way through final 6. I really hate that dumbfuck
twist that saved Amanda. We need her out. Fast. In a jury with half the members being of former
Andoans, we dont really stand a change.
Tijuana - I'm still trying to figure out what he was thinking. There's no logical explanation. I agree
with hating the twist - especially since Todd quit and wasn't voted out. Ugh - hopefully you, me
or Andrew win immunity so that if there is a tie we get to break it. I'm trying to feel Ryan out and
see if he'll vote Amanda cause that's what we really need. It would just be sweet justice if he
voted Amanda this round not realizing we were throwing a couple votes his way in case the idol is
used. He deserves to go because his actions had no benefit for anyone.
Tijuana consults with Andrew over the Amanda problem.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Great, time to figure out the next TC. I bet Amanda tries to go
for Lill. She'll probably be able to get Osten to go along with it. Would it really be so bad for me
if Lill went? I mean, having to deal with Osten and Ryan is pretty easy - especially in challenges.
Of course we could still dictate the boot if we trick Amanda into using her idol but have at least
3 of us vote for someone else.
Tijuana - Looks like my worst case scenario is coming true
Amanda is claiming she is going to go
for Lill. She's pressuring me to vote that way, claiming that Lill will turn on me. Why do people
forget that ONE person only has so much power?? I think my main concern though is that Osten
may see this as an easy way to get Lill out.
There are so many different ways that this could
play out. No matter what though we need to force Amanda to use her idol this round otherwise
she'll have a spot in the final 4. I hinted to Osten that if Amanda is talking to him and trying to
sway him that whatever he decides he needs to have her think that he won't ever vote with her
so that she feels compelled to use her idol. I don't think Amanda is smart enough to figure that
we'd split our votes. Even better would be if we could trick Ryan into voting for Amanda. Maybe
we can tell him that we're all voting Amanda and if the idol is used that it's Lill going...no need
for him to know we may be throwing votes his way. Ugh. Amanda is just pissing me off
. She's
talking out of her ass and has no clue what the dynamics are like for us.
Andrew - Who does Amanda think she has with her? You're right, she isn't really thinking things out,
and I'm sure she thinks we are all voting her way. That would be sweet to trick Ryan. It would
still give us the desired result, but would also help further convince Amanda to use it and get rid
of Lill. I like it, you just better fill Lill in so she doesn't think the plan is real, or that could send
things into a tailspin. In originally talking to Lill last night, her intention was to have her and I
vote Amanda, and you and Osten vote Ryan. There are just so many things that could go wrong
here, depending on what other people do. What if Osten sells out, and casts a vote along with
Amanda's? Or him and Ryan turn? How comfortable do you feel with the two of them? If you are
thinking something, let me know what it is. I feel we are working well together, and I'm open to
discuss anything with you.
Tijuana - I don't really feel comfortable any more with either Ryan or Osten. Osten never responds
to my PM's (oh wait as I typed this I saw I had a new message and it was from him lol). He claims
he's all for flushing out the idol and making Ryan pay the price. It'd be great if either you or I won
immunity in case there does end up being some crazy tie situation (could you imagine a 2-2-2

vote??). I do think we need to split the vote but I think the key thing is whether or not we can get
Ryan to vote for Amanda (or at least figure out a way to have him not vote the same way as
Amanda). Amanda kind of has us figured out - she told me she thinks we're going to split our
votes between her and Ryan. I told her she needs to play the idol no matter what
because if
she doesn't she goes. From how she's posting and the messages she's sent me she seems to think
Ryan is going to flip back to us. I'm going to work on that. I guess it's a good thing that Ryan's
actions seemed to piss Osten off enough that he'd rather get rid of Ryan than Lill.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - Okay, this game is getting evil. I completely have no real idea
how tonight is going to play out. Either I'm going to be the player, or I am getitng played. If
things go my way, Lill will go tonight. It is time, and it seems that is the way the winds are
blowing.
Osten betrays Tijuana and tells Ryan of the plan to split the votes.
Osten - You are in danger. Tijuana will come to you saying the plan is to split the votes between
Amanda Lill. In reality, the plan is to split the votes between YOU and Amanda. Amanda would
play the idol and you would go home. The only way to save yourself is for you to vote Tijuana
tonight. If she wins immunity then I dont know what will happen. But if she doesnt win, vote for
Tijuana. Mmkay?
Ryan - Why are people targeting me
Osten - They feel youve been dragged this far by them. But look, You cant beat Tijuna. I cant beat
Tijuana. We have a muturual shot at winning against one another. So if T doesnt win immunity,
you in?
Ryan - OK, that sounds about right to me.
After hearing about Tijuana’s plans to oust his ally, Osten approaches Amanda to
take her partner, Tijuana, out of the game.
Osten - If you dont win immunity Im asking you to play the idol and vote for Tijuana. I promise to
you, it wouldnt be a blind vote. Tijuana is a HUGE threat. Im not going to finals only to get
slaughtered against her. So Tijuana. Tonight.
Amanda - I'm down, but would you be willing to get Lil out after that?
Osten - Sure
Tijuana tells Ryan the plan that Osten warned him of.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Ryan absolutely needs to be tricked into voting for Amanda
otherwise we may end up with a 2-2-2 vote (2 Amanda 2 Ryan 2 Lill). We definitely want to split
our votes between Amanda and Ryan so that if the idol is used Ryan goes and if it isn't used,
Amanda goes. So, we kind of need Ryan back in the fold so that we can have 3 votes Amanda 2
votes Ryan and 1 vote Lill. We of course wouldn't tell Ryan he was the other person receiving
votes

. We'd have to tell him that Lill is going to be the fall guy.

Tijuana - I don't think you're doomed cause of your actions. I do have one question though - how
far do you want to see Amanda make it? If you don't want to see her make it far we need to flush
out the idol at the next TC so that we can get her next round. It sucks that Todd quit cause he
was our insurance

Ryan - What actions, I'm very confused. And I promise I'm not playing dumb here
Tijuana - Amanda claims that you voted for Andrew last night and that you had agreed to vote with
her, James and Todd if one of them won immunity to force a tie. Thanks to a twist, Amanda our
target last night was given immunity and at that point Todd had already quit. I'm guessing you
didn't have James as a pre-vote back up and that it was Andrew (unless Amanda is lying about
what you did but there were only 4 James votes last night, 1 Lill and 2 Andrew). Amanda claims
to have been the Lill vote.
Ryan - I'm about to explain this publically in the Ryan report thread. We can talk about it after
Tijuana - All right. Well, idk how everyone else feels cause I'm more focused on forcing Amanda to
use the idol so I'm pretty calm/neutral about the situation.
Ryan - Well, I posted it
Lill checks in on Ryan.
Lill - how are you? What are you going to do?
Ryan - I've heard gossip and rumor that I'm being targeted and I'm a little freaked out, because I
don't understand what's going on
The Ryan Report.
Ryan - To explain First of all, I am coming home tomorrow, which means this is the last time that
prevoting and not doing challenges will be needed. Now to explain what happened openly and
honestly
James came to me on Saturday offering me a deal to vote out any Omurano in the case of James,
Todd, or Amanda winning immunity. At first I didn't want to do it because prevoting on something
that only might happen seemed silly, but then I figured out something. I decided to make the
move. And why? Because I haven't done jack shit in this game worthy of a jury's respect and while
it was risky I'd rather play the game hard then drift to the end soft so I agreed to James's plan
But to be safe I worded my prevote to say that if Andrew, Ti, Osten, or Lil wins immunity vote
Amanda and if Amanda, James, or Todd wins vote Andrew Why Andrew, I didn't really want to
choose one but they asked that I do it so I picked the biggest challenge threat, that's all
Sadly, the weird ass thing with Todd quitting and giving Amanda immunity meant that my prevote
for Amanda meant nothing and while in my original prevote I had backup voted James [I was
going to change it to Todd but then the deal came around] my new one said no backups because I
expected no random twists, so the hosts took my Andrew vote as my vote that round.
If I had been at TC I would have voted James out, I know that means that I still technically
betrayed you guys though so I understand if ya'll be upset
Tijuana - But how would that move help you in the eyes of the jury? Let's say there had been no
random twist and Amanda had won immunity fair and square so you guys all end up voting
Andrew, cause a tie that Amanda breaks sending Andrew home. Then what? Like long term what
would this have achieved? Anyway, I understand your frustration.
Ryan - Respect in the form of actually doing something was the goal. I know people are talking
about me being "dragged along" to this point, and that really upsets me, because I feel that
socially I have been an extremely active player, I just haven't been around for challenges...

In private, Tijuana continues her conversation with Ryan.
Tijuana - Read it. I still don't really get it though. I mean I understand your frustration. My personal
frustration was one of the major reasons I wanted Christa gone - she tried to dictate too much
and I wasn't here to just follow along. But long term what would this have achieved?
Ryan - As I posted in the thread, the jury would see that I actually did something instead of sitting
back and letting others dictate my moves Anyway, I know I'm being secretly targeted for it this
round...
Tijuana - I think the best way to show a jury what you did is by responding to their questions
explaining how you built bonds with people and kept up a very social game. I think my real
question was more along the lines of - how does this move get you closer to F2 than if you hadn't
done it. Who knows what's really going to happen this round. There are so many different things
that could happen.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Ryan's reason is pretty um, stupid. The jury doesn't reward
people that make dumbass moves. He honestly used to have a good shot at F3 and that's what
you need because you should never rely on an F2 deal. Place wise what would he have gotten
with those guys? I'm talking to him and remaining pretty calm and neutral. He says he knows he's
being secretly targeted so I guess getting him to vote Amanda is out of the question
You know,
I actually feel kind of bad for him. So many of the things he's said have been repeated - Christa
letting us know she knew about some partnership alliance, Lill coming to me after we said fuck
that partnership thing asking me why I was discussing boot orders and now this.
When Ryan doesn’t respond, Tijuana begins to panic about numbers.
Tijuana - So what are you gonna do? Do you plan on voting with Amanda or are you going to do
something different? I know who Amanda's targeting cause she was working me hard last night
trying to get me to go along with it.
You obviously need to do what you need to do. I personally won't be upset since this is Survivor
not Throw Yourself on a Sword. That's why I know just about anything could happen tonight.
Like I said before, the main thing I'm focused on is forcing Amanda's idol into play so that she no
longer has it. I'm all about forgiving and forgetting cause who am I (or Lill for that matter) to
judge.
Ryan - I heard that the plan is to get me out by instead of spliting the votes between Lil and
Amanda splitting them between Lil and Amanda
Tijuana - Yeah but honestly and this is just me talking not stating what anyone should do - do you
really think that's gonna work?
Obviously, you're not going to want to vote Amanda if you feel you're the target so chances are
you'll vote the same way as Amanda. That leaves just 4 of us to cast split votes. What would we
do? 2 and 2? 3 and 1 (which would of course mean that whomever you and Amanda voted for
would go). So pretty much either we have a 3 way tie and the immunity winner gets all the
power or we focus on giving Amanda the majority of the votes so that she goes if she doesn't play
the idol (cause who knows, maybe she won't) and accept the fact that whomever Amanda votes
for will go if the idol is played.

The above is of course just me hashing out different scenarios and are no indication of what I
may or may not do
All I know is I don't want Amanda or the person she's targeting to win immunity
Ryan - I'm just a little upset. I actually have no idea what to do from here, this twist screwed us all
Tijuana - Do whatever is in your best interest, unless you think voting for me is in your best
interest, don't do that. Like I said before, this can all still be salvaged. I personally don't want to
push one person over another and I'm really hating this twist since it's forcing all of us to pick
sides. I just don't want to see Amanda make it into the final 4 because she was able to hold on to
her idol. I know she'll try damn hard and next thing we know she'll be in the F3 and bam F2 and
we'll all lose cause you can't deny that wouldn't be an awesome comeback.
Ryan - If I were your puppet what would you have me do, only answer if this question would not
results in my exit
Tijuana - If you were my puppet and I wanted you to stay in the game I'd probably tell you that
your safest bet is to vote with Amanda since you increase the chances of that person being the
one that goes if the idol is used.
Also if you were my puppet I'd tell you not to repeat this - obviously the plan was always to split
the votes to force the use of the idol. Lill wants me and Osten to vote for you and she and
Andrew are going to vote for Amanda. I will probably just vote for Amanda as well so that if she's
arrogant enough to not use the idol she goes. This means though that if she does use the idol
you'd only have 1 vote and whomever you and Amanda vote for will have 2 votes. Of course, that
person better not be me lol cause that'd suck.
Ryan - Osten has told me that he doesn't want to vote me out, this is how I found out I'd be the one
going actually.
Tijuana - I had a feeling Osten would rather target Amanda's target because he actually wanted
that person gone this past round. He tried to get Andrew to go along with it and was going to try
to force you and me to do the same.
I sent Osten a vague PM last night telling him he should do whatever he felt was best but that no
matter what he shouldn't let Amanda know because if she thinks she's got enough people voting
with her she's not going to play the idol and then she's going to be in the final 4.
Ryan - So in other words there is hope for me if you and Osten don't vote for me this round, would
you be willing to do that?
Tijuana - Maybe
Are you going to be willing to vote Amanda next round? I'm sure we can manage
to get Osten out at F4 then. I'm assuming Amanda's target is still Lill.
Ryan – CONFESSIONAL - This whole debacle is upsetting, Todd quiting was shocking and
annoying, and giving immunity to Amanda screwed up everything. I really wish the hosts hadn't
taken my Andrew vote, I understand why they did but now everyone thinks me a snake...
James being gone is not good stuff only because it was not supposed to be the results of all this,
me and him were supposed to be the last partners either way.
Final 2 went from certainty to unlikely pretty fast, but I now have two options. Osten and
Amanda want me to vote Ti so Amanda will use the HII and Ti will go, and Ti and Lil want me to

vote Amanda but I've heard this is a backdoor way to get me out, so I think I'm going with
Amanda's way.
Former best-friends turned enemies discuss where their heads are at.
Tijuana - you know… If you use the idol most likely the person you want gone is going to go. Unless
Ryan is on crack there's no way he's going to vote with us since I think some people let him know
that they were upset. So with him not voting with us at best we'd have a 2-2-2 tie which might be
sexy, but not so much. If Lill wins immunity who do you pan on targeting?
Amanda - Probably Drew.
Tijuana - Aw, he's my sexxxy older man that I lust after. I told Ryan his safest bet is to vote with
you.
Amanda - Why would you tell him that?
Tijuana - I feel bad for him
. Plus, he's never around for challenges
Amanda - Yeah. I'm using the idol if I don't win individual immunity tonight. Are you going to use
yours tonight or next time, cause don't we only have the next two councils to use them?
Tijuana - I could have sworn I sent you a response but apparently I never sent it o_O I want to hold
onto mine in case I need it to make deals next round. I hope this isn't a mistake
Amanda - Yeah, well I don't have a choice unless I win immunity tonight, heh.
Meanwhile, Amanda approaches the out casted Ryan and apologizes for revealing
that he was the one to vote with her last Council.
Amanda – Sorry… I didn't mean to out you, they sort of knew anyways. Lil was just trying to make it
look like I sold you out. I'm still the target, but because of my Idol, you have something to worry
about tonight.
Ryan - I'm totally freaking out as to what to do now, this twist totally screwed me. WHO SHOULD I
VOTE AHHHHHHHH
Amanda - I personally want Lil out. Keep this between us but Osten asked if I'd vote for Tijuana
tonight if I use the idol (I'm using it unless I win individual immunity), because he thinks she's a
big threat. I think both Lil and Tijuana have to go. I kinda want Andrew out too.
Ryan - Honestly I'll do anything that means I don't go in the process.
Meanwhile with his back up against the wall, Ryan “the Rat” tells Tijuana the
opposite of what he told Amanda.
Ryan - I'd be totally willing to take Amanda out, I am not at all loyal to her nor vise versa, my only
Andoa loyalty [James] is now gone. So who would I be voting for THIS round, Amanda. And who
would go, Lil? Just making sure I understand.
Tijuana - You could either vote for Amanda or Lill. Osten and I were the ones that were supposed
to vote for you and if we don't that means only Amanda and Lill will have votes. I'm going to vote
Amanda. Lill and Andrew will prob do the same. Osten who knows if he'll do Amanda or Lill.
I’m sure she's going to use the idol though and if she does then Lill would go.
The more votes
Amanda has the better I say. I'm pretty sure she's going to use her idol but if she doesn't it'd be
nice to send her packing without any tiebreaker issues. Personally, I think this is the cleanest way
to do things.
Ryan - OK, thanks, that sounds about right to me

He then tells Amanda that he is voting with her.
Amanda - Are you going to pre-vote or will you be here tonight?
Ryan - This is the last time I'm going to have to prevote, hopefully this doesn't me I'll have to go
Amanda - I know Osten will be voting for Tijuana if she's not immune, she has the Idol but doesn't
appear to want to use it tonight. Maybe that is our best bet that way we can get the other Idol
and the biggest threat out?
Ryan - That sounds about right to me, it also means I wouldn't be going, which is my main goal
right now.
Amanda - Exactly. I would LOVE to not have to use the Idol tonight, and since Osten seems to be
voting for Tijuana no matter what, we could tie it up if Osten or I was immune. But I'm planning
on using it anyways unless I win individual immunity. I'm with you Ryan, you are without question
the only person I can trust.
Ryan - So, you me and Osten vote Ti, should we have a backup plan in case Ti wins immunity. Lil or
Andrew?
Amanda - I say Lil should be back up. Osten and Andrew are pretty tight.
Ryan - Alright, let's do that then.
Amanda - Even if I win individual immunity tonight you should be fine, Osten and Andrew are
probably both planning to boot Ti.
Ryan - Alright, that sounds good
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Tonight is going to be interesting. Tijuana and I both have Idols
that we can use if we wish. Tijuana seems to be preserving hers, provided that she doesn't feel in
danger tonight. Osten asked me to vote for Tijuana, saying that she is a huge threat. I actually
think it's a great idea. I do want Lil out the most, but this way we could get Tijuana and her Idol
out of the way. I got Ryan in on it and he'd be willing to do it too. If Osten has Andrew on board, I
might not even need the Idol tonight, or if Osten or I win Immunity we'll have the power to break
the tie as well, but I don't want anyone to know that I may not use the Idol. Best case scenario is
if I win individual Immunity and don't have to use my Idol tonight. That would be so great.
Tijuana has a feeling that something is up and tells Andrew what he’s missed. The
two then conspire against their ally, Lill.
Tijuana - Just found out more information. Ryan just let it slip that Osten told him that he was a
target but that Osten didn't want to vote for Ryan. I've got a strong feeling Osten is going to vote
Lill as well. I'm not sure if we should share this with her. I told Osten that whatever he decides
he needs to not let Amanda know.
Andrew - I really don;t get Amanda's obsession with me. Why does she consider me a threat? Do
you think Amanda, Osten and Ryan are voting Lill, because if they are we have problems. Of
course, if she wins immunity it looks like they are gunning for me. Looks like I need to pull out
another win.
Tijuana - I may or may not have gotten Ryan to agree to vote Amanda...although he's doing it with
the belief that Lill is the one who would go. Honestly, depending how we play this it could be a
toss up between those two.
I think Osten is going to vote Lill. That's why I told Ryan he should vote Amanda so that Amanda
has the most votes so that if she doesn't use the idol she goes. I think it's going to be pretty risky

for us to split our votes between Amanda and Lill :\.
I haven't shared any of this info with Lill cause I know she won't take it well and honestly I don't
want her too motivated to win IC cause I'd rather she be targeted by those people then you. :\
Ryan did say that if he survives he'll help to vote Amanda out next round, not sure if he means it
of course.
Andrew -I like this move. It protects what we want to accomplish. There is a mild threat to Lill,
but such are the breaks. We just have to hope Ryan sticks with his end of the bargain. I
completely agree with you regarding Lill, we can't let her know about this one. I'm just worried if
she wins then it will be me going home.
Tijuana - I just wonder what Osten will do if lill wins immunity. Like will he vote Ryan or would he
actually vote for you? If Lill wins immunity I'll give you my idol so that you can play it. We'll just
have to make sure we toss a couple votes Ryan's way in that scenario. Although I'm not that upset
at the prospect of Lill going I don't want to see you go
Andrew - I hate to admit this, but maybe it is time for Lill to go, especially since the votes of the
other two aren't secure. Lill is assuming her and I are voting Amanda, and you and Osten are
voting Ryan. Ryan votes Amanda, and Ryan goes. That is how it should work. Ryan and Osten are
just significant wild cards, and I'm not safe at all at this point, unless Lill doesn't win immunity.
How will we swing this without knowing which way Osten will go? Argh! This is driving me nuts!
Tijuana - Yeah it's driving me nuts too. I think we should all just vote Amanda in the unlikely event
she doesn't use the idol. I just don't want to risk Amanda surviving if for some reason she feels
she doesn't need to use the idol. I hate going through all these what if scenarios.
Andrew - Well, if you and I vote Amanda, then Ryan and Osten are the variables. At least in that
case, even if Lill wins immunity, she doesn't think we pulled anything. Unfortunately, I think
Osten, Ryan and Amanda will be booting me, and the only thing that will save me is if you throw
me the HII...but I can't ask you to do that. Bottom line...my ass has to win immunity!
Tijuana - I don't see Amanda targeting you over Lill if Lill doesn't have immunity. Lill is who she
dislikes and has disliked from the moment we merged. If Lill does win immunity I have no
problem giving you my idol so don't even worry about that
Andrew - Thanks T!

.

Hopefully, I win immunity, and the rest will take care of itself.

Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - Of course, if Lill wins Immunity, it will probably be me going. I
know now that T is pulling all the strings. I just don;t think I can make my move this round, so Lill
is the lamb. Unfortunately, it could just as easily be me that is being targeted. So, tonight boils
down to this...if Lill wins immunity, I am fucked.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Why am I so willing to give Andrew my idol if need be but I
don't feel the same way about Lill? I should just give it to her but now I feel bad because then it
would mean that earlier today I misled Ryan because I basically led him to believe that Lill is
going to go if Amanda uses her idol. idk, I should have never given Ryan any hope
. Honestly
the best thing for me is if Lill and Andrew are still around since we'd be the majority and I don't
see either of them wanting to side with Osten or Amanda.
When Lill approaches Andrew about the state of affairs, he acts like nothing
abnormal is going on. Much to his chagrin, Lill is also feeling paranoid about tonight.
Lill - What's happening and what's the plan?

Andrew - The plan is to still split the vote, force Amanda to play the HII, and send Ryan home.
How has it been around here today, Amanda taking anymore shots?
Lill – It's been laggy. I haven't been on much. I sent Ryan a message, but he didn't return it. we
need to get immunity.
Andrew - I hear that! But that's always the case, right?
Lill - seems like it. a 2-2-2 tie would just about sum up this game.
Andrew - Yeah, and seeing such a thing wouldn't surprise me in the least.
Lill - Yeah, if we have immunity a tie is fine. If we don't have immunity, we need to go 3-2 against
ryan and hope like hell Amanda doesn't give her immunity to him. If Ryan quits we're hosed.
Andrew takes the initiative to confront Ryan about the vote.
Andrew - So what's the word?
Ryan - Well did you read my little explanation
Andrew - I read it. I understand your frustration, and desire to make a move. I just don't think that
move benefits you long term, but of course I feel that way. I don't really get Amanda's obssession
with me, after all, I only won two challenges, they just happened to be back to back. So, you are
down with the plan for tonight, right?
Ryan - I'm a little paranoid about it being a secret way to get me out still, but yes, I don't have
much choice
Andrew - It's the best way to go at this point, but I hear where you're coming from. Hey, with the
target I have on my back, I could be the secret boot.
Ryan - Alright, sounds good.
Nervous that he is now a target, Andrew talks to Amanda about her position.
Amanda - How are you?
Andrew - I'm good. I figure that winning immunity will make me feel a lot better, but I'm good.
How are you doing? How does it feel to be in the driver's seat tonight?
Amanda - Eh, I don't see it quite like that. I know I really don't have a say in anything. If three of
you vote for me and two of you vote the other way, you get out whoever you want... so I'm just
safe, that's all.
Andrew - Yeah, but sometimes safe is enough. I'm figuring I have to win things tonight to ensure
my life, so if you want to pass that idol to me... Just kidding!
Amanda - I'm actually surprised that you'd feel in danger tonight, actually. I'm also surprised
people haven't approached me because I am a free vote tonight and my vote could help take
anyone out. I guess people feel secure. *shrug*
Andrew - No, I don't feel secure I just think I need to stick with my plan. You seem to like getting a
few votes thrown my way, and you wonder why I am paranoid.
I have to tip my hat to you
though, I feel you've been playing an underrated game, and have done well being under the gun
for so long. Kudos!
Amanda - Thanks. I can promise you my vote will not be for you tonight. Actually, the only reason
votes were thrown your way from me is because others saw you to be the biggest threat.
Andrew - I've been hearing that, but don't get it. How am I a big threat? I won two challenges out
of a ton of them. My game got ruined early with the partners crap. I just don't see it...I think
those people were just using the time honored art of deflection.
Amanda - Possibly. But I'm hoping if someone gets Idol'd tonight that it's Lil. She's a huge threat
and I feel like nobody is seeing it. I'll probably be voting for her.

The partners claim to be using their idols tonight.
Tijuana - I'm probably going to use my idol tonight. I'm too paranoid not to use it.
Amanda - Yeah, me too. Unless I have individual.
Osten arrives and Amanda confirms the plans for tonight with him.
Amanda - So I should vote for Tijuana regardless of whether I have to use the Idol or not?
Osten - Yeah.
Amanda - Okay, do you have another vote because the others might try to get Ryan out.
Osten - I think it might be best if we vote Ryan then. Or do you want to vote out Lill?
Amanda - I'd rather do Lil, but I told Ryan to pre-vote Tijuana because of what you said. So we
have three votes for Tijuana...
Osten - Thats gonna be enough. T Lill and Andrew are gonna split the votes up probably most of
them are gonna vote for you and threw a vote for Ryan.
Amanda - Okay so we have three votes. I suppose I should still use the Idol just in case if I'm not
immune?
Osten - Yeah definetly cause you might get three votes if they change it up.
Amanda - Alright. Best case for me is if I win individual, but I'll use it if not and Tijuana should go.

Immunity Challenge, Day 16
The castaways are asked to compete in a challenge which requires them to play a
human game of last man standing. They all take a place on a game board and one at a time
move in any direction. Once they have stepped off a spot, they can never return to it. Once
they are out of moves they are out of the game. Everyone but Ryan is participating and the
challenge is now at a crossroads. Amanda and Tijuana are both situated on different sides
of the board. Andrew is stuck in the middle. Whomever’s side he moves to will lose the
challenge. This is what transpired:

Amanda – Andrew, you're giving the win to Ti if you come in my section, not like you won't do it
though.

Tijuana - So he should give the win to you?
Amanda - Well I'm safe anyways.
Osten - Exactly, so you don't need it.
Amanda - Neither does Ti.
Jeff Probst - Andrew, youre up.
Andrew – SE
Amanda - Tijuana wins. We don't need to continue.
Jeff Probst - So that's it then? Tijuana wins Immunity?
Lill - yes. She's got 10 clear moves.
Tijuana - *happy dance time* Can we please not start TC right away?
Amanda - Yeah. Lil and Osten are splitting 13, Andrew and I are splitting 11 and Tijuana has 10
solo. She wins.
Jeff Probst - Yep, the most anyone else can get is around 7/8, Tijuana get's 10. Tijuana,
congratulations, You have won Individual Immunity.

Panoba, Night 16
Andrew - This is actually going to work, you'll be able to give me the II, and still have the HII to
play to protect yourself. Sweet!
Tijuana - I'm thinking of giving you my regular immunity and Lill the Hidden Immunity idol cause I
don't think that they'll target me...but idk. *sigh* What to do. I still can't decide how to vote.
Andrew - Well, we could stick to the original plan and vote Ryan. But the only sure other vote you
have is me (you'll just have to PM me real quick that you are going that way.) If Lill and I are
blocked, will Amanda vote Ryan?
Tijuana - Ugh, I just don't know what to do. I think you're safe. I don't know why Amanda would go
after you over Lill. If Ryan really has voted for Amanda then only one of us needs to vote for
Amanda and the other two for Ryan and then we have our 3 way tie that I can break. blarg.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - I should just use the idol on myself. If I was these people I'd be
gunning for me lol. Maybe trick me into thinking it's someone else. *sigh* I'm just getting
paranoid. I really just wanted to win the real immunity tonight. what to do what to do....
With their coup now in jeopardy after the target, Tijuana’s Immunity win, Amanda
and Osten try to pick up the pieces.
Amanda - Wanna just... Vote for Lil? Ryan's back-up vote was for Lil so there'd be three votes.
Osten - Ok. play the idol. Lill goes. otherwise there migh be a tie and Tijuana chooses who
goes...and we all know who she would sent packing.
Amanda - All three of them are voting for me? That's kinda stupid. I'll play it though, better safe
than sorry.
Osten - I think the planwas supposed to be that four vote for you while I vote for someone else.
Amanda - So they are all voting for me? You're sure?
Osten - Yeah. So its a three-three tie. Idol =cancel vote. Lills ugly ass = gone
Amanda - Awesome. I hope you are being straight with me, because I'm being straight with you.
After this, we can get rid of Tijuana (the big threat). Then at F4 I know I'm fighting for my life.
Especially since I know you want Tijuana out. So basically if you are lying to me I will expose it.

Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Ugh, Tijuana won Immunity. Osten said he'll vote with me and
Ryan for Lil, but that I should use the Idol because it would be a 3-3 tie if I didn't and Tijuana
would break it. However, that's fucking stupid because don't they want some sort of control over
the vote. I don't believe Osten at all. The last thing he said to me was to use the Idol. I bet
they're all voting for Ryan, I don't think I need to use the Idol, but this could be a PROFOUND
mistake if I don't use it. I'm almost positive they're all voting Ryan, or at least two of them are. I
really should give my Idol to Ryan, actually, or just not use it and let Ryan go. Ugh, I don't know!
Meanwhile, the majority alliance discusses how to handle tonight’s vote.
Lill - You rock! This part of the game is a great time to start an immunity run... So what's the plan,
oh fearless, immunity tie breaker power holder?
Tijuana - I'm trying to figure out what the best move is. I think I need to give my immunties away
to you and Andrew because osten is actually a wild card. The three of us will have to vote the
same way though.
Lill - So Osten votes for Amanda? Does he know?
Tijuana - Amanda should play her idol no matter what. Ryan isn't here to change his vote so the
only ones that can vote the same besides you, me and Lill are Osten and Amanda. I think the
three of us should just vote the same way - either for Osten or for Ryan. I doubt Ryan has prevoted for me so there's no risk of a tie and if somehow Ryan voted Lill and Amanda and Osten
vote the same I break the tie.
Andrew - Argh! The fair person in me says vote for Ryan. The game person in me says vote for
Osten. What do you think?
Lill - What are we doing?
Before they can get a straight answer, everyone is silence in time for Tribal Council.

Tribal Council, Night 16
Jeff Probst - Welcome everyone. First let's bring in our ever-growing jury of Christa, Brianna,
Courtney, and voted off last council... Todd and James. Remember jury, please only use smilies.
James, this is your last chance to speak before final tribal council, you only get 1 post so make it
a good one. Tijuana, would you care to give away your individual Immunity?
James - I don't have much to say. It's all corny anyway.
Id like the HIIs cause some drama. I hope Osten/Andrew play smart.
I hope no one holds anything against that certain someone who voted against the clique last
night. It was just an oversight.
And of course, Amanda baby, rock this shit.
<3 James
Amanda - James <3 I miss you.
Osten - Inform Jeff Probst that Lord Osten has arrived.

Tijuana - Well, I wouldn't have won if not for Andrew's sacrifice so I think he deserves to have it.
Here you go AndRew
Andrew - Thank you Tijuana, you truly bring beauty and grace to this game.
Jeff Probst - Alright guys, so final 6... Not to shabby. But wait! there are only 5 here.
Okay,
Andrew you are now Immoooon. Osten, concerned that Tijuana feels secure enough to give
Andrew immooonity?
Tijuana - Jeff are you drunk?
Andrew - I think r boy is drunk.
Osten - Not really. I think we have decided what will traspire tonight and T giving Savage the
immunity doesnt really affect it.
Jeff Probst - I only has 6 drunks offuser
Tijuana - I nearly wanted to take my gift back but I didn't want to be an Indian giver.
Lill - You people are funny. How come nobody ever wants to give ME immunity?
Jeff Probst - Andrew, you were faced with a critical decision in today's Immunity challenge... give
Tijuana the win or take Tijuana out. How hard was that for you to make?
Andrew - It wasn't hard at all Jeff. Once I was faced with an option of either T or Amanda, diid you
really think I was going to help Amanda out?
Tijuana - Andrew why doesn't anyone ever call you Andy?
Andrew - Good question...but I don't have an answer. Either Andrew or Drew, but never Andy.
Tijuana - How come some people call me T, others Ti and others Tij? My name is Juana yo. Cause
you know you Juana
oh geez I crack my shit up. ......
Lill - um...ok!
Amanda - This love fest is making me sick.
Osten - Man...youd never guess were in a bloody tribal.
Jeff Probst - amanda, is everything this light and cheery around camp?
Amanda - I do my best to ruin the light and cheery attitude around camp.
Andrew - Aww...
Tijuana - All you have to do is walk around naked.
Lill - And all of us throw up in the bushes...
Jeff Probst - Osten, I havent noticed a lot of your gameplay, do you think others have?
Osten - I got game. Wheter or not this people notice it, guess will find out at some point.
Tijuana - I think everyone left has game. Some are just underestimated.
Lill -Ostens the hardest playin' black man in this tribe...now...
Osten - Thanks Lill...
Jeff Probst - Drew, you like that bright and cheery shit?
Andrew - Bright and cheery ain't bad. It's better than moping bitterness.
Amanda - It's funny that you think I'm bitter. I just don't give a fuck about you people.
Lill - you sure showed that by your angry tirades all over the board...
Andrew - Exactly. Amanda, just relax babe...you're final five with a bullet.
Amanda - I was angry at the time, I don't care anymore. My only hope from here on out is
Immunity. It's cool.
Lill - Where can we put that bullet?
Amanda - Lil, you are so clever.
Osten - Wait a minute...Im the ONLY black man in this tribe!
Lill you son of a bitch!
Jeff Probst - Okay guys, I'm accepting all votes up until now as final.

At this time, I'm going to go tally the votes. If anyone has a Hidden Immunity Idol and would like
to use it, please say so now or forever hold your peace.
Tijuana posts an image.
Jeff Probst - I'm sorry tijuana, this is NOT the Hidden Immunity Idol... *tosses into fire*
Tijuana - BUT IT HAS MULTIPLE FACES!!!
Lill - I have a stick...
Tijuana - *digs into bag*
Amanda - *files nails*
James - <3
Lill - This was a fun game...
Amanda - I <3 bad liars.
Tijuana - who's lying?
Jeff Probst – I’ll read the votes:
http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/peru/tc10.html
Jeff Probst – Congratulations final 5, Head back to camp, tomorrow's another exciting day of
competitions.

